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“The poet makes himself a seer through a long, tremendous,
planned detachment of all his senses. All the forms of love,
of suffering, of madness; he himself seeks and in himself
exhausts all poisons, so as to keep only the quintessential.
A self torture that takes all his faith, all his superhuman
strength, that makes him, among his fellow men, The Sick
Man, The Criminal, The Accursed, and The Supreme Sage!
For he reaches the unknown! Because he has cultivated his
soul, rich already, more than anyone else and if maddened
in his pursuit, he should in the end lose all understanding
of his. . . .”
—Arthur Rimbaud

T

hinking back, this would never have been written, but
the sudden demise of Marcus Kyle left me with no other
option than to produce this tome. Apparently, his heart gave
way which, at only forty-nine years of age, was a complete
shock. Certainly, it was a shock to me because I was surprised he even had a heart.
Sorry. Let me apologize. Introductions first. My name
is Finn. In full, it’s Finn Harper Wallace. Finn after Huckleberry, Harper after Lee, and Wallace because it was my
father’s name. As you might imagine, he read a great deal of
literature.
Marcus Kyle was my maternal cousin. He was seven years
older than I and possibly the catalyst for all my adventures,
travails, and delicious secrets, which will not be so exclusive
to yours truly.
When I told a close friend that I was writing this, she
asked if I were mad. She does not know everything, though
she will soon enough. Mad to me is strapping a load of explosives to oneself and blowing up random innocent folk.
Mad to me is trapping oneself in an economic system that
ties you to financial institutions for twenty-five years so that
you can go on a cruise when you are sixty with ungrateful,
money-grabbing kids who are perfect replicas of the system
that spawned them. Even madder is thinking that this is the
realization of a dream. Maybe I am mad; maybe we all are.
This, though, is my story. Make of it what you will.

Chapter 1

I

was born into an explosion of life. I was the youngest of
nine children. The oldest was twelve when I arrived one
month premature. I will never know if being premature was
me needing to be in this world as soon as possible or my poor
mother’s womb giving in after thirteen years of near-constant
pregnancy. I tend to think it was the latter. Whatever. Everything happens for a reason, and my early dash into existence
would later manifest itself—the coincidence of life. Suffice
it to say, my early arrival caused a stir as Mother had been
confined to total bed rest for the last four weeks of what was
to be her final term. The visiting midwife, Nurse Porter, made
the error of telling my mother that she was mistaken when
she announced she was in labor avec moi. Hitching up her
nightdress, my wonderful mother stated that after having had
eight, number nine was not MISTAKEN. I arrived four hours
later with the umbilical around my neck and as blue in the
face as an African sky. Together, we were rushed to the hospital—Mother for complete rest and me for an incubator.
Three weeks later, we emerged. Mother felt rested and had
a healthy pink child in her arms. Father meanwhile was in
flux, coping with the remaining siblings. From what I have
been told, he did remarkably well, probably because of his
army training. He enlisted the help of our neighbors in addition to using the resources at his disposal, namely my two
oldest sisters, Shelley and Bram, who were very much the
product of their mother. Unaware to little me, life returned
to as normal as it could be in those days. Thus, three weeks
after my fait accompli, Father went to the nearest registrar
to document my arrival. Gladly, he officially named me, but
three weeks was a long time without the love of his life and
with eight mouths to feed, so I was named on his whim yet,
more poignantly, on the wrong date. Mother did not object
to the naming or even notice the error with the date of birth.
Methinks she was just glad to be home.
1
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I remember little of my early years, just the activity of it
all. Never once was I without attention or felt bored as my
siblings’ lives molded mine. My mind was a sponge, taking
it all in. We were the Waltons without the mountain, the Von
Trapps without the songs. Our village, Heath, nestled in the
English countryside not far from the border with Wales. As
a family, we made up 25 percent of the population and 100
percent of the trouble. If you have an inkling of my mind,
imagine the other eight growing up in such a rural community. Mother and Father coordinated our upbringing: his discipline, her organization, their utter devotion to each other,
his romanticism, and her pragmatism. We grew up wild, disciplined, organized, romantic, and pragmatic—a potpourri
of our parents. Their story is one that will be told, too. This is
just my chapter. There are some cognizant moments that no
doubt left an indelible impression on me, but in the scheme
of things, life for me really began at ten years of age, nearly
eleven.
Three weeks before my eleventh birthday, Mother fell ill.
It was the start of the six-week summer holidays. Life for my
parents had become easier since my older sisters and brother
had blossomed into their adult lives. Believe me, they all
married well. If you courted a Wallace, there was no quarter taken. We were passionate, real, organized, romantic, and
added to the recipe, we were all handsome in our own way.
The older girls, Shelley and Bram, had their mother’s backbone and their father’s romance, yet coupled with Mother’s
looks and Father’s discipline, they were formidable. My oldest brother, Byron, had the opposite. They all married well
(except Beth) and are all still married to this day. There is
someone for all of us out there; you just need to find the
right recipe.
Sorry, I digress. My cognizant life began at ten years of
age. That was when my childhood ended or began. Who
knows? It’s what I remember. Nothing before that time has
any significance in comparison. If I am too concise or too
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hard to follow, then I am sorry. My life has been this rush.
This is my head.
Not surprisingly, Mother was suffering from exhaustion,
and she was ordered to rest for at least two months. Father
was beside himself. With Byron, Shelley, and Bram now
having lives of their own, he had to cope with six children
and a business by himself this time. In 1963, Mother had
come into some money through an inheritance. Because we
lived in a rural area, she bought a tractor that she said we
would lease to the local farmers. Agog at this, we all thought
she was mad to invest in such a foolish whim, but when Mr.
Cooper called to say his old Dexter tractor had broken down,
Wallace Leasing was born. The rest is history. Mr. Cooper
knew everyone, as is common in rural communities, and the
word spread. Quickly, our lives were full of combine harvesters, tractors, harrows, and ploughs. It was cheaper to
lease than buy in 1963, especially with the harshest winter
on record. Of course, each piece of machinery was presented
immaculate, clean, and in working order. There was no room
for slackness in my parents’ eyes. “A worthwhile job is a job
well done,” we were told, and it showed in our lives and in
their business. At this point, I could elaborate further, but it
does not serve any purpose, so I will cut to the quick.
Unable to cope, Father deemed that I should stay with relatives. It was an order from which I had no escape. I would
go to stay with my mother’s brother, Uncle Jack, and his
wife, Aunt Mary. It had been arranged. My life until then
had been one of total naiveté because I had no real friends.
(After all, there was no room around our table.) I lived
within the sphere of my family. Yes, of course, I had friends
at school, but it ended there within the confines of the playground walls. At four o’clock, I went back to the norm that
I knew. I did well at school, too. As Miss Piercy would say,
I was bright and older than my years. Educationally, maybe.
Worldly, definitely not. Miss Piercy was a spinster. She gave
all her students sweets and dressed very conservatively,
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I now recall. The thought of going away threw me into a
panic because I also realized that in September I would be
enrolled into the BIG school. And my sexual knowledge was
zero. Almost. My sexual knowledge revolved around what
my family taught me, namely Charlotte and Emily, my twin
sisters, siblings four and five. Boys had a John Henry and the
family jewels; girls had tinkles or a fanny. Moreover, if you
were a Wallace boy, you got educated, you sowed the wild
oats (whatever that meant), then you settled down after college. You were to breed as much as you can, then teach your
offspring to do the same. That was the loop. It worked for my
parents, so it would work for you. It did not work for me.
Believe me, I tried, but it did not work for me. Whether
my parents thought sex education was taboo, I will never
know. They are too old now to ask, and so am I. It may be
too little, too late anyhow. I remember just before I left for
college, Father rather awkwardly asked me if I knew to be
careful. I laughed and said, “Of course.” I laughed because
I felt embarrassed for him. It was not the type of conversation I had with my parents, so I relied on the titbits I gleaned
from my siblings.
We had a new car, a Triumph Herald, which I am told
was a major thing in 1965. Father was driving it with me in
the passenger’s seat to Aunt Mary’s. The business was doing well enough, and the Wallace’s were moving from “just
managing” to being “almost comfortable.” We all benefited;
I had money in my pocket and new clothes rather than handme-downs. Mother gave me some before I went away, after
Father had already done so, saying “Don’t tell him.” Father
gave me less, saying “Don’t tell her.” I could always keep a
secret then, these days I am not so sure. However, they now
threw themselves into Wallace Leasing much to my exclusion, and I was pretty much left to my own devices. Even in
those days, they had little knowledge of what I did with my
own time. No change there then. The business meant everything, so it was with reluctance that I sat in that gleaming
new car. The influx of money into our home did, as I said,
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have its benefits, but the drawbacks for me reverberated in
later life. Father had coerced George Bernard Wallace, my
other brother, into developing the company, and that’s when
the arguments started. My parents did not have cross words
until that time, but soon they were a regular thing followed
by heavy brooding silences that cut me to the quick and made
me think I had done wrong. Initially, it was always about
money, but there seemed an undercurrent to it all. Later, I
would realize it was Mother’s menopause and the evaporation of their sex life. I vowed never to work for or with my
family, and money became an ugly thing. Yes, it’s a necessity in today’s global, capitalist society, but I would never do
anything just because I needed the money to better myself in
the eyes of my peers. Bettering oneself involved education,
learning, self-respect, and self-control.
So, as the green fields of Heath withered into the distance,
I had mixed emotions. My carefree summer had evaporated
just as my parents copulating had. The days I had anticipated
of building dams in the stream at the back of our house,
picking the best conkers in the area, making dens from fresh
bales of cut straw, stealing apples from Mrs. Gibb’s orchard,
waiting for the damsons to ripen in our own (and then being
sick from eating too many of them) were never to materialize. A summer filled with promise, freedom, bare feet, and
adventure was someone else’s now as mine became unsure
and open.
The harvests I had expected would not be so. The only
upside would be not having to contend with the unpredictable atmosphere in my home. Aunt Mary and Uncle Jack did
not have disagreements because she was always right and
because he kept his own counsel for a peaceful and quiet
life. They lived in Drayton, a rural market town some thirty
miles from Heath. Aunt Mary did not like my mother, but
family being family, they would take me in. I felt like some
waif, an orphan. My Uncle Jack was nice, Mother said, but
Aunt Mary “had her ways!” When Mother said it like that,
it meant trouble. No doubt I would soon find out. I had met
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them before at a cousin’s wedding, and they had all seemed
okay to me. But by my parent’s standards, we were not a
close family.
They had a solitary child, Marcus. He was seventeen, and
I had never met him. As he drove, Father told me that they
were good folk and to remember my manners, be respectful,
and not forget that they were helping us as a family. I was
listening but did not hear. I just watched the road ahead as
we skirted the town before turning in to the driveway that led
to the Kyle’s detached bungalow. This was new to me, too.
Where do you sleep if you have no stairs? That’s how naïve I
was. The handover was brief because there was no love lost
in this echelon of my relatives. Father handed me a bag, said
he would visit, reminded me to be good, and then departed.
The bag contained two books: Huckleberry Finn and To Kill
a Mockingbird.
I will defer slightly from my route to give you an insight
into how that summer unfolded, to know a little about the
people I spent six weeks with in 1965. A résumé of the Kyle
household.
Uncle Jack was a waterman, known in other parts as a bailiff. He looked after the waterways of the area. He worked for
the local landowners, the wealthiest family in our area: the
Watkins-Wynns. I will not dwell on wealth, but they made
their money during the opium years of Victoriana, and now
they pontificated in parliament about the evils of society,
blocking human rights because it impinged on their lives.
They have no knowledge of real folk, only their own pecuniary view of it all. They think they are better than everyone
else because they have money, yet they made their money
through drug trafficking. They are not our betters; they are
the cause of all today’s travails.
Uncle Jack was a modestly handsome man and a real
worker. When he was nineteen, he started as a trainee estate manager on Wynn’s Estate much against his parents’
wishes. Mary Ankers began as a chambermaid at sixteen.
She was wholesome and buxom. Within a month, Wynn had
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bedded her, and she fell with child. She knew immediately.
The Ankers were not the most educated family in the area,
but they were in tune with the ways of things. Mary Ankers
knew she could not cause a scandal because the power of
landowners still held sway. To cover her own embarrassment,
she courted John Kyle, the trainee manager from a wealthy
background.
All her wiles worked, and within a month, she had bedded him. Within six weeks, she had declared herself probably with child, and John Kyle—Jack to everyone who knew
him—did the decent thing and proposed. He was that sort of
man. Ecstatic at the news, Wynn organized the whole damn
thing. He paid for it and even insisted the party be held at
Hawkstone Hall, the family seat. Politically, it was a scoop
that he gladly relayed to the local media. The Ankers family
did not object. Their status had immediately risen, and it had
cost them nothing. Uncle Jack was promoted to assistant waterman. He seemed powerless, whisked up in the whirlwind
of it all. They were even given a small cottage on the estate
at an affordable rent.
Mary Kyle duly gave birth to a healthy baby boy who had
been born “early.” She insisted that he be named Marcus after their “benefactor.” Her womanly figure did not recover
from the pregnancy because her curves were lost to a sagging plumpness. Wynn, of course, lost interest yet being a
man of the world, he knew that his indiscretion would never
be uncovered. Any whiff of scandal from that horny little
bed maker would make her penniless and homeless. Integrity could be bought with pounds, shillings, and pence.
Such is the way of this world. The child also had helped by
being more of his mother’s demeanor than of the Wynns’.
She stopped work at the house then, becoming the perfect
mother and housewife. Rural life settled back to its daily
routine. Aunt Mary ploughed all her overweight energy into
her child to the exclusion of everything else, including Uncle
Jack. Befitting of his upbringing, her child would understand
the meaning of position in society, be educated, and stand
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tall. Mary Kyle (née Ankers) became the epitome of what
was wrong in those developing times: a social climber. Her
protective cloak, the knowledge of her son’s legacy, nearly
dropped in 1960 when Wynn succumbed to his legacy: a
weak heart. He dropped dead one Sunday morning outside
the local church. He was fifty years old. His bastard son was
twelve, bastard being the operative word. There was nothing
pecuniary in his will for them when it was read, just a clause
stating that the Kyle family should always be given gainful
employment by the Watkins-Wynns for their exemplary services given during his lifetime. Not a bad deal for a quick
shag with a dark secret.
And there I sat in their kitchen. In comparison to my home,
this was tiny and stifling hot. We had an old farmhouse with
holes in the roof, open fires, and frost on the windows during
winter (inside and out, I might add). Central heating in my
childhood was an extra layer of clothing with a bowl of piping hot chicken soup, not a radiator on the wall with an electric boiler firing away every twenty minutes. I later found
out why Aunt Mary disliked my mother. When Uncle Jack
received his inheritance, she insisted that it be spent on central heating for the bungalow. It was “the latest thing.” Buying a tractor was sheer folly, a waste of money! Two years
later, she was still in the same social position—just warmer,
whereas the Wallace’s were becoming known as clever business people and were “on the up.” My, did it stick in her
craw! I must add that she did not treat me badly although
there were often cutting remarks alluding to women who had
too many children or to how luck played such a part in business success. Uncle Jack seemed oblivious to it all.
I remember all the details because my cognizant life began in that home. Their son Marcus was not there when I
arrived. He would be absent for another week, Aunt Mary
stated. He was away on a school cruise “in the Med” (wherever that was). School was Brooksby Adams, a private boysonly school in Newport where your son attended if you were
somebody. He was a weekly border, meaning he came back
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to Drayton every weekend. This was his final year there, after which he would be attending Harpers, the prestigious agricultural college near Birmingham. Newport was our local
BIG town, some thirty-five minutes from this stifling house
and an hour from Heath. Dutifully, Uncle Jack would drive
him there early every Monday morning, retrieving his son
each Friday. So the first week in Drayton passed, I suppose,
quite well. Eventually, I began to get used to Aunt Mary’s
cooking, which was based around convenience packets of
things. Mother was the best cook in the world, conjuring
meals for eleven mouths from practically nothing. That was
one of the things I missed most. Every evening our family
would sit together around the dinner table without fail and
have our meal together. Father sat at one end of the long refectory table; Mother sat opposite him, coordinating operations by putting food on to the plates. Never once in those
testing early years did any of the Wallace children go hungry. I know my parents did because occasionally one or both
would complain of “not being hungry” or of just “feeling
off.” Moreover, we ate well: Sunday roasts, fresh vegetables,
home grown potatoes, fruit compotes from our orchard. Afterward, particularly on Sundays, we would sit in the big living room in front of the huge open fire and play games or
have quizzes. Mother also taught us to enjoy playing cards
and dominoes. Aunt Mary thought this to be “scurrilous”
(whatever that meant). I’ll tell you what, though; the Wallace’s had the best mental arithmetic skills of any family in
the area.
Uncle Jack took me to work with him that first week. I
loved every minute even though I knew that the reason he
brought me along was because Aunt Mary did not “want me
under her feet.” She cleaned her house with the fervor of a
banshee, and to her credit, it was spotless. I learned very
quickly to be tidy. In the Heath house, we were, should I say,
random with our neatness. I learned more about the countryside that first week than I had in ten years in Heath. Out
of the house, Uncle Jack blossomed. We would walk along
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the canal behind Drayton, stopping occasionally to open the
canal gates as vacationers cruised through. I would stand
fascinated as the locks emptied and filled, cheery vacationers waving as they floated by, heading for Manchester or oppositely for Birmingham. Suddenly, he would point and say,
“Look!” I saw nothing. All I saw were the sweeping green
fields skirted by hedges. In the countryside you had to educate your eyes to see the different picture; this is something
he taught me in less than a week. When he issued that call
again, I followed his words. I would stand stock still and
make my eyes unfocus slightly, not just seeing what I expected. I began to look for the unexpected. Lo and behold,
a fox emerged from a thicket, trotting away in the distance.
I found paths where the wild night animals passed with unstinting regularity. I tuned my senses to the open air. I could
smell a fox’s presence, see the mark a stoat made on fresh
morning dew, hear the chatter of the magpies’ hunting call.
I began to see the world as it was. The magpies were the
benchmark for many things. I always call the Thatcher years
the Magpie years. In 1980 whatever, when the government
made it illegal to cull them, the countryside changed, as did
the psyche of the people. They are everywhere now—the
magpies—those greedy, unrelenting predators. I swear the
human versions stalk the ivory towers, Westminster, and financial districts all over this world. This, though, I realize is
the greatest gift an individual could have: to see the unseen.
Believe me, in later years, I used it well.
On Friday, July 24, 1965, Marcus Kyle returned home.
The mood within the oven bungalow changed from pristine to party. Aunt Mary was in raptures. Like some child’s
Christmas toy, I went from being a novelty to taking a back
seat. I did not mind. I was intrigued to be meeting my cousin.
Uncle Jack was dispatched accordingly. I sat in the kitchen
as Aunt Mary bustled around me. I heard the car tires crunch
on the driveway and car doors open and close. The trunk
lifted and slammed shut. There was a click as the front door
opened, and then there was his voice. “Mum?” For one so
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large, she moved like a gazelle. As a man, she should have
played rugby; as a woman, she could. Halfway down their
diminutive hallway, she embraced the love of her life. He
was still reeling from it when he almost fell into the kitchen,
gulping for breath from the collapsing lungs his mother’s embrace had caused. I sat enthralled, quiet as a stalking cat. He
was not like the Wallace clan who had dark hair, clear skin
from the country air, and distinctive expressive eyes. He was
more like his mother than Uncle Jack. He had straw-colored
hair and stood slightly taller than his father. Luckily, he had
the Wynn physique (slim) rather than the Ankers’ bulk. His
slight tan was obviously from his cruise. He saw me sitting
quietly at the table. “Dad said you were staying. I’m Mark.” I
just said, “Hullo.” “Now then, Marcus,” chimed Aunt Mary,
“put your bags in the bedroom, and tell me all about it.” I
was a silent witness that evening as Mark told his mother the
details of his trip. I was in awe as he talked of places I had
never heard of or had only ever seen in books. Occasionally,
he would look across at me as I listened intently. Aunt Mary
wanted to know every tiny detail. “No stone unturned,” she
insisted. This was the perfect fodder for her social ladder. I
was dispatched to bed at nine prompt. I lay there listening
to the muffled voices for as long as I could before I finally
succumbed to sleep. I was fascinated by Mark, as he insisted
on being called. Only his mother could get away with Marcus. He was so different from my clan, so worldly to a naïve
ten-year-old. I rose early the next day, expecting to be out
and about with Uncle Jack. But Aunt Mary announced at
breakfast that they were off shopping in Drayton and that
Marcus would babysit. I took great offense at this remark
but said nothing. He came out of his bedroom just then in
striped pajamas, rubbing his eyes. “How long you going to
be?” he yawned. “Couple of hours,” came his mother’s reply,
and off they went. “Morning, Finn,” he said, pouring a cup
of tea and grabbing a slice of cold toast. “Hi,” I managed.
He had a look in his eye, one of intent I now realize, but to
me it was just all new. “I’m going back to bed for half an
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hour. You can watch the television in my room if you want.”
Television was relatively new to the Wallaces. Father had recently bought one for the 1966 World Cup. “Really!” I said
excitedly, “That would be brill.” The fact that Mark had a TV
in his room was not lost on me. We just had one in the front
room, the best room in our house, which was rarely used unless we had guests. The Kyles, of course, had two TVs.
His bedroom was like nothing I had ever seen. Being a
large family, we had to share. Now that the older ones had
moved on, I finally had my own room. There was very little
personal stuff in it, though. I was not yet of an age to have
posters on the walls. It was mainly filled with books and furniture. I loved reading: Father’s legacy. There were all sorts
of fascinations for me in his bedroom; he must have seen
it on my face. A record player! LPs! 78 rpm singles! Goal
football magazines and closets full of jumpers, shoes, and
sports gear! A cricket bat and a tennis racket! The room was
long and narrow with a window that looked out over the canal. His bed stretched from the window nearly to the door
with his television on a shelf opposite, at the foot of the bed.
He closed the curtains, turned on his TV, and hopped back
into bed. I liked the smell in there, too, as he had started
shaving and used Old Spice lotion. It hung heavy on him.
“Come and sit here,” he said while patting the bed next to
him. It was an order. This was his refuge where even his assertive mother held no sway. “Okay,” I said and sat where
instructed. Tales from the Farm was on. It had animals that
talked; my favorite was Bessie the Bunny. Mark lay flat with
the blankets just covering his thighs. His head lay on the pillows slightly behind my back as I sat watching the black-andwhite pictures. He said something that I did not quite catch. I
turned. His left hand was behind his head, propped up on the
pillow. The other was down the front of his pajamas. “You
wanna mess around?” he said. His voice was thick, different.
I did not have a clue what he meant. A pillow fight maybe?
“Okay,” I said, not knowing what to expect. After all, it was
his room. With that, he took his hand out from his pajamas,
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grabbed my right wrist, and planted my hand on his erection. I flinched as my cold fingers were wrapped around the
warm, taut skin. “Wank me,” he said thickly. I could not
move, so he started to move my hand up and down. “That’s
it, yeah,” he moaned. Not wanting to displease him, I carried
on as told. To my small ten-year-old hands, he was big. He
began to stroke my hair, and I felt myself grow hard. “We
mess around at school,” he grunted. Spasms ran through my
aching fingers. “I’m gonna come!” Mark almost screeched.
Then I felt warm liquid across the backs of my fingers. It
seeped on to the palm of my hand. “Get some toilet paper
so that I can clean my cock!” An order. I went dutifully and
bought back a half-used roll from the cloakroom as Aunt
Mary called it. I wiped my fingers, too, and smelled them.
They smelled of him: salty, musty. He was still lying on his
back; his face was slightly flushed. Cleaning his now flaccid
cock, he said, “That was good. We’ll have some fun while
you are here.” Inside I glowed; he liked me. I liked that. This
was my first experience of other human contact except the
cuddles and hugs I got from Mother and Father. Once, one
of the puppies got into my bed and licked my thingy, and it
had gone hard. This, though, was different, and I liked the
way he stroked my hair, moaning as he did. Marcus Kyle
was now my God. I would do anything he asked. Then, quite
roughly, he grabbed my wrist again. It hurt. “You dare tell
anyone,” he spat, “and I’ll kill you!” I swore I never would. I
am not sure if it was the menace in his voice or me thinking
that I did not want anyone else to do this with him. This was
our secret. The answer transpired in later times. And true to
my word, I never did tell anyone—until today.
With Byron and George being older, I had not seen their
private parts because they had shared a room until Byron
left home. They did “it” with girls, though. I had no concept of whether what had transpired was right or wrong. I
just wanted to do it again. Mark told me he was going to
get showered and dressed. He turned off the TV, opened the
curtains, then disappeared into the bathroom. I went into the
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kitchen and ached for his return. He took ages. Eventually,
he walked in wearing jeans and a T-shirt, barefoot. He ignored me as he went to the fridge and poured a glass of milk.
He picked up the newspaper, walked out of the kitchen, and
entered their lounge. I just sat, bubbling with new feelings.
My emotional life had begun. I heard the car in the driveway.
Aunt Mary was first in, carrying bags of clothes for Marcus
while Uncle Jack followed, overladen with groceries. I wondered if they could detect any change in me. Apparently not.
I asked if I could help. He said it was okay. Later, Uncle Jack
took me with him to Hawkstone Lake to check the fishing
area. It was a welcome break from the proximity to Mark.
Every time I saw him, I would swell up with all sorts of feelings. I even developed a stutter in tense moments, not serious, which stayed with me until I left grammar school and
occasionally even beyond. Such was the mixture of emotion
within that I did not realize the cruelty of that time. I would
do anything he asked; it overrode everything. I am not sure if
he ever knew that. I did not tell him; it is not the sort of thing
a ten-year-old boy talks about.
July 29 is my birthday—or one of them. On my eleventh
birthday, Father arrived with Beth and Jo, the only two of
my siblings you have yet to encounter. My youngest sisters.
Mother insisted on naming them after characters in Little
Women. I received a present from every one of my family
members, probably because I was not at home. The best
was an Oxford English Dictionary from Mother and Father,
which they said would help me at secondary school. Father
did not stay long. Afterward, Aunt Mary cooked me a special
tea with a small cake. She told Uncle Jack, “It was about
time WE had a new car.” They were going out that evening.
My aunt was in every club and society imaginable. Tonight
was a Women’s Institute meeting. Mark would babysit!
Mark had been noticeable by his absence. My newfound
senses were attuned to his every movement. I knew his footfall, the squeak of his bedroom door, his odor. He spent most
of his time in his room. He went out once to see a friend. My
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uncle and aunt left at seven. They said they would be back
at eleven and told Mark to make sure I was in bed by nine.
Mark called me to his bedroom, saying “I have your birthday
present here.” My heart quickened. He had remembered. He
had not gone out to see a friend but to buy ME a present.
He lay on the bed when I entered. He was naked. He had
hold of the base of his erect penis. “Come here.” An order
“Take off your clothes.” I did quickly. The heating was on,
so I was not cold. He began by touching me with the back
of his hand, stroking my inner thigh. He was slowly rubbing
himself with his right hand. I remember the taut muscles on
his upper arm. He put his left hand to his mouth and spat on
the middle two fingers. I stood stock still next to his bed. He
parted my legs slightly and began to massage my anus with
those damp fingers. Still stroking himself, he leaned forward
and put his mouth over my small, if not stout, member. His
fingers were still working away between my legs. The sucking noise he made was reminiscent of the pigs eating swill
at Mr. Cooper’s farm. Shuddering, the cum came out. He
detached his mouth from me. I ran to the cloakroom for the
tissue paper. That present was better than any Oxford English Dictionary.
We watched TV in the lounge later. We sat next to each
other on the sofa, his hand draped across my leg. He let me
stay up until ten. I lay in bed awash with what I now realize
was my first love. Mark was my last thought before dreamless sleep and the first when I awoke. My existence lay in his
hands from then on. Uncle John and Aunt Mary were out of
the house often, but Mark did not always call for me. I would
wait in a state of heightened expectation, watching TV on
my own in the lounge, only to be disappointed when he told
me to go to bed. I would lie awake as long as possible, hoping he would come to my room. He never did.
I will not dwell on that time any longer or fill this with
too much explicit detail. We did “it” twice more before the
world fell in around my ears. One afternoon when he made
me kneel on all fours buck naked on his bed, he inserted his
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finger into my anus, which hurt a bit, then spurted his stuff
over my white buttocks. On our last coupling, he forced my
head down into his groin, and I almost choked as he thrust
into my mouth, pulling it out before he spasmed. I would not
have another sexual encounter for seven years.
On the evening before I was due to return to Heath, my
world fell apart. Aunt Mary was in a state of flux, cleaning the house with unusual fervor. An extra place was set at
the tea table. When Uncle Jack and I returned at five from
Hawkstone, we were ordered to “get smartened up because
we have a guest.” The guest was the daughter of one of Aunt
Mary’s many contacts. The guest was Mark’s new girlfriend.
Her name was Fiona Thompson. Her father was the huntsman of the local fox hunt. I hardly ate as the evening unfolded. I hardly spoke. I went to bed early, feigning tiredness. I cried myself to sleep. I awoke a different person.
I did not say goodbye to Mark. I did thank Aunt Mary and
Uncle Jack for “having me to stay.” Father was in a chirpy
mood as we drove home. I was in despair. Those days are as
sharp in my mind now as they were then. Hot needles jerking my consciousness. Over five weeks, I had experienced
the two most powerful emotions life had to offer: love and
hate. I was just eleven years old. To this day, they are my
bedfellows.
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